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A note from our Executive Director
2019 marked a tremendous year of progress for Water Compass. I am immensely
proud of all that our team achieved in only our third year of operation as an
organization. To highlight some of our major achievements;






We increased the size of our Uganda team from six to ten members
We successfully concluded a 15-month UNICEF funded project helping
6,226 people gain access to sanitation
We expanded our target area from one to three districts in central
Uganda: Gomba, Sembabule and Bukomansimbi Districts
We commenced activities as an implementing partner on a five-year,
USAID funded sanitation project called the Uganda Sanitation for Health
Activity
We built and began operating our first solar powered water supply system
and started construction on a second.

To see us expand in terms of personnel, funding and partners, programs and
impact is validation of our hard work. With our increased capacity we will be able
to help thousands more families gain access to clean water and improved
sanitation and hygiene in Uganda.
On a personal note, I was particularly pleased to see our first solar powered water
supply system come into operation in February 2019. To have a reliable source of
clean water is a game changer for a community. Our system has served the
community of Kiziiko, in central Uganda, every day without fail since it started
working. That may not sound like much, but in rural Africa, it’s uncommon. You
can read more about it below and our other achievements in 2019.
Lastly, I’d like to thank all our supporters who continue to make our work
possible. We look forward to building on our progress in the year to come.

Ned Morgan
Executive Director

In March 2019 Water Compass concluded a UNICEF funded sanitation project which aimed
to improve sanitation in every community in one Sub-County in Gomba District, Uganda.

Our efforts saw 6,226 people gain access to sanitation who were
previously practicing open defecation.








73 communities engaged through the project
6,891 households assessed for sanitation and hygiene standards
Over 13,000 follow-up visitations made to priority households
60 educational signposts erected in highly visible locations
38 drama shows held promoting improved sanitation and hygiene practices
36,537 people reached through the project interventions
Overall toilet coverage in the Sub-County increased from 72% to 90%

implementing partner on a five-year
USAID-funded project called the Uganda Sanitation for Health Activity.
In June 2019 Water Compass became an

The objective of the project is to employ a market-based strategy to increase household
access to sanitation and improve key hygiene behaviors in homes and schools. By the end of
2019, our team had achieved quite a lot in just six months.







Partnered with 8 Primary Schools to improve their sanitation and hygiene practices
Formed School Health Clubs at every school and supported peer-to-peer education
Assessed 6,883 households (32,995 people) for sanitation and hygiene standards
Trained 20 Sanitation Promoters to make door-to-door sales of sanitation products
Trained 14 Masons to construct improved toilets and various sanitation upgrades
“Triggered” 27 communities to transform the sanitation situation in their village

Water Compass began operating our first Solar Powered Water
Supply Station in the community of Kiziiko in February 2019.

This was a huge accomplishment after two years of research and design of our
model for rural water supply. We seek to ensure that our water systems can function
anywhere, at any time, and are financially self-sustaining. Through the use of solar
powered technology, we are able to provide a reliable and sustainable source of
clean water for rural communities.

By the end of 2019, our water station in Kiziiko had provided
826,436 liters of water and was operational every, single, day.
That’s a rare feat for rural water supply systems in Uganda – but one which Water
Compass seeks to make the norm.

The

Water Compass built on this success, and started construction of it’s second solar
powered water supply station in November with funding from the Edward H. Butler
story
of Kiziiko
Foundation.

10 years with a broken

Why Solar?

 Solar powered technology can be used in remote areas
 It keeps operating costs low and is increasingly affordable
 It has no negative impact on the environment
826,436 liters dispensed in 2019
Functionality – 100%

handpump

When Water Compass began
working in Gomba District in 2017,
per month
we conducted 68,870
an assessment
of all
v
the water sources in the District.
The water source in Kiziiko stood
out because the community
reported that it had plenty of water,
but the handpump had not
worked for 10 years because it kept
breaking down. The villagers had
given up trying to repair the
handpump due to financial and
technical challenges. They made
the difficult choice to abandon it,
and return to unsafe water sources.
Water Compass was intrigued that
an available source of clean water
was left unused for so long. After a
few tests on the borehole to assess
its capacity, it was clear the water
source could serve the community
once again. So Water Compass
selected Kiziiko as the site for our
first Solar Powered Water Supply
Station. The handpump was
replaced with a solar powered
submersible pump, and the water
station constructed on a nearby
hill. Clean water is now accessible
to the community 24 hours a day.
Never again will the residents of
Kiziiko have to use an unsafe
source of water.

Solar Powered Pump
We use a solar powered submersible pump,
instead of a handpump, to automatically pump
water to a raised storage tank. Water then flows
via gravity to multiple taps where community
members can easily access clean water.

Solar Powered Payment System

To ensure money is collected for the operation
and maintenance of the system we use a solar
powered digital payment system. Transactions
are viewed via an online dashboard and it allows
for remote monitoring of the water station.

Reliable and Sustainable Clean Water
By using solar powered technology, Water
Compass can provide significantly more clean
water to a community and finance the operation
and maintenance to keep it working to provide a
reliable and sustainable source of clean water.

Water Compass
started construction of our second Solar Powered Water
Supply Station in November 2019 with funding from the
Edward H. Butler Foundation. The new station will serve three
With the success of our first water station in Kiziiko,

neighboring communities known as Mbirizi A, Mbirizi B and Mbirizi C, located in
Bukomansimbi District in central Uganda. The communities have been using a
borehole fitted with a handpump for their source of water, but they have
continuously struggled to keep it working. When Water Compass held a
community meeting to propose the construction of a solar powered water
system, the communities jumped at the chance to have a reliable source of clean
water. Construction began in November 2019 with operation of the system set to
commence in January 2020.

An image from Google Earth indicating the location
of the Mbirizi Solar Water Station in relation to the
households of Mbirizi A, B and C and the existing
borehole that will be upgraded.

The construction of the water station was
completed in December 2019.
The solar
powered puming and payment systems
remaining to be installed in January 2020.

The Story of Fatuma
Fatuma lives in the village of Kiziiko. Like many young women, she is responsible for
collecting water for her family. Such a task used to be an extraordinary burden. The
nearest water source was over two miles away from her home. Even with her bicycle,
it would take three to four hours to ride to the water source, wait in line to use the
handpump, fill her jerry cans, and ride back home with her heavy load of over 100
pounds. To make matters worse, much of her return journey was uphill, requiring
her to get off her bicycle and push it. She would return home exhausted. This was a
daily chore for Fatuma.

“The new water station has changed my life!”
Following the construction of the solar powered water supply station in Kiziiko by
Water Compass, Fatuma’s immense burden was lifted. She now only spends ten
minutes to collect water, compared to hours previously. The water station is close to
her home, and she no longer waits in line because there are multiple taps at the
water station which fill her jerry cans quickly. And due to the water stations location
on a high point in the community, Fatuma easily glides downhill on her bicycle with
her full jerry cans, returning home in no time.

“I no longer spend all afternoon collecting water. I go whenever
I want because it’s so fast.” When asked what she does with the
extra time she now has, Fatuma smiles and says “School work.”

Water Compass was immensely proud to add four new
members to our Uganda team in 2019. We now have ten full-time
staff working to improve water, sanitation and hygiene standards in rural
communities. We are proud to employ such talented people and see our team
grow. Our Uganda team is currently comprised of:








Program Manager
Finance Manager
Technical Supervisor
Community Development Officer x 2
Monitoring & Evaluation Officer x 2
WASH in Schools Officer x 2
Sanitation Sales Catalyst

Supporting our staff
At Water Compass, our staff are essential to everything we
do and achieve. Therefore, as an organization, we seek
to invest in our team members to help them grow
personally and professionally.
Richard Mugisha, one of our Community Development
Officers, has been working with Water Compass since
March 2017. He has helped thousands of people gain
access to clean water and improved sanitation. In 2019,
Water Compass began supporting Richard to return to
school to earn his degree in Environmental Health Sciences.
We see an investment in Richard’s education as an
investment in our future success and impact. We are
proud to support him and have him as part of our team.
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